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[Cartoon image of two voting boxes connected by a hose, with musical notes and text indicating 'Picky Picky Ponky']
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We will fight corruption.
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Don't take bribe !!!
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Wanjiku: Why are corrupt not brought to justice?
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GOVT → CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATION
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How did you acquire your wealth?
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[Image of a stage with characters labeled Police, EACC, DPP, and COURT, each performing a role in the story of corruption.]
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[Cartoon image of a hand pointing at a person labeled 'MEDIA']
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[Diagram showing a desk with a computer and hands reaching under it, labeled "Corrupt KRA official" and "Tax evader"]]
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We don't have corruption in the government.

KENYAN GOVERNMENT

MASSIVE CORRUPTION
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Relax! The handle is one of us

EACC
Ways The Corrupt Defeat Justice

1. **Bribery:** Corrupt individuals may offer bribes to law enforcement officials, judges, or other authorities to influence legal proceedings or avoid punishment.

2. **Extortion:** Corrupt individuals may use threats or coercion to force law enforcement officials or witnesses to act in their favor or remain silent.

3. **Manipulation of evidence:** They may tamper with or destroy evidence to weaken the case against them or to falsely incriminate others.

4. **Witness intimidation:** Corrupt individuals may intimidate or threaten witnesses to prevent them from testifying or providing incriminating information.

5. **False testimony:** They may provide false testimony or coerce others into providing false testimony to mislead the court or law enforcement agencies.

6. **Political influence:** Corrupt individuals may use their political connections or power to influence legal proceedings or to shield themselves from prosecution.

7. **Legal loopholes:** They may exploit legal loopholes or technicalities to delay or avoid prosecution altogether.
8. **Money laundering:** Corrupt individuals may use sophisticated financial schemes to hide the proceeds of their illegal activities, making it difficult for authorities to trace and recover assets.

9. **Obstruction of justice:** They may obstruct investigations or tamper with the judicial process to impede the prosecution of their crimes.

10. **Media manipulation:** Corrupt individuals may use their influence or financial resources to manipulate public opinion or control media coverage of their cases.

11. **Corrupt alliances:** They may form alliances with other corrupt individuals or criminal organizations to strengthen their power and evade justice collectively.

12. **Infiltration of legal institutions:** Corrupt individuals may infiltrate legal institutions or law enforcement agencies to influence decisions from within.

13. **Judicial corruption:** They may corrupt judges or judicial officials to secure favorable rulings or to ensure lenient sentences.

14. **Selective enforcement:** Corrupt individuals may use their influence to ensure that laws are selectively enforced, targeting their rivals or critics while protecting themselves.

15. **Impunity:** In some cases, corrupt individuals may operate with a sense of impunity, believing that they are above the law due to their wealth, power, or connections.
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